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There are not many books in India that can serve as a useful textbook to the students and guides to the practising
journalist. It is this lacuna that M.V. Kamath, one of the most prominent Indian Journalists, has tried to fill. This is a book
on Indian journalism for Indian journalists, citing examples of Indian writers, Kamath quotes profusely from the writings of
Indian editors to illustrate his ideas which considerably adds to the relevance of his work.
Digital Journalism Studies: The Key Concepts provides an authoritative, research-based "first stop-must read" guide to
the study of digital journalism. This cutting-edge text offers a particular focus on developments in digital media
technologies and their implications for all aspects of the working practices of journalists and the academic field of
journalism studies, as well as the structures, funding and products of the journalism industries. A selection of entries
include the topics: Artificial intelligence; Citizen journalism; Clickbait; Drone journalism; Fake news; Hyperlocal
journalism; Native advertising; News bots; Non-profit journalism; User comment threads; Viral news; WikiLeaks. Digital
Journalism Studies: The Key Concepts is an accessible read for students, academics and researchers interested in
Digital Journalism and Digital Journalism Studies, as well as the broader fields of media, communication and cultural
studies.
Third Completely Revised and Updated EditionMass Communication in India is a result of the author s in-depth study and
understanding of the media. The book deals with a general introduction to Communication Theory, Advertising,
Television, Effects of Media and Development. In short, the book is designed to give the student of Mass Communication
a general and comprehensive view of the modern and traditional media in India. It meets the objective of being a text
book as well as a book that gives an overview of mass communication in India.
The Part II of the Press Commission Report contains a broad but concise survey of the development of the English and
the Indian languages Press in India. It brings out the historical tendencies in so far as they affect the then state of the
Press in the country, and serves as a background to the Press Commission enquiry.
No other book on journalism has dealt with some of the themes discussed in his present work, such as house journals,
development journalism, economic reporting and science reporting. There are separate chapters on radio and television
writing and copywriting, as well as on law and the reporter.
"Global Journalism Education in the 21st Century: Challenges and Innovations" sheds light on the present and future of
journalism education worldwide and how to best prepare future journalists (and citizens) to cover the news. This one-stop
text, reference book is a must-read for everyone interested in quality journalism education and practice.
Articles on the history and activities of Canara Bank of India.
Requirements for professional media editing have undergone enormous technological change. Editors still edit copy. But today they do much
more. Mass media editors must demonstrate skills from computerized pagination to social media monitoring, from image manipulation to
Search Engine Optimization. The need for editing skills is reaching far beyond traditional journalism and into all areas of mass media, from
newspapers to strategic communication. Public relations practitioners are expected to edit. Even advertising creative professionals must edit.
And journalists taking on new roles as social media editors need to understand editing at the speed of digital media. This textbook aims to
prepare university-level students for these expanded editing roles in an age of convergence. Thirteen authors representing many years of
collective media experience examine both traditional editing roles and new editing needs. While many mass media students will not become
professional editors, this textbook assumes nearly all will need competent editing knowledge to produce products of professional quality.
Editing, the authors believe, remains a bedrock skill for all students who hope to be successful in the mass media. Instructors considering this
book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
The captivating, inside story of the woman who helmed the Washington Post during one of the most turbulent periods in the history of
American media. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Biography In this bestselling and widely acclaimed memoir, Katharine Graham, the woman
who piloted the Washington Post through the scandals of the Pentagon Papers and Watergate, tells her story—one that is extraordinary both
for the events it encompasses and for the courage, candor, and dignity of its telling. Here is the awkward child who grew up amid material
wealth and emotional isolation; the young bride who watched her brilliant, charismatic husband—a confidant to John F. Kennedy and Lyndon
Johnson—plunge into the mental illness that would culminate in his suicide. And here is the widow who shook off her grief and insecurity to
take on a president and a pressman’s union as she entered the profane boys’ club of the newspaper business. As timely now as ever,
Personal History is an exemplary record of our history and of the woman who played such a shaping role within them, discovering her own
strength and sense of self as she confronted—and mastered—the personal and professional crises of her fascinating life.
A monumental reevaluation of the career of John Hersey, the author of Hiroshima Few are the books with as immediate an impact and as
enduring a legacy as John Hersey’s Hiroshima. First published as an entire issue of The New Yorker in 1946, it was serialized in newspapers
the world over and has never gone out of print. By conveying plainly the experiences of six survivors of the 1945 atomic bombing and its
aftermath, Hersey brought to light the magnitude of nuclear war. And in his adoption of novelistic techniques, he prefigured the conventions of
New Journalism. But how did Hersey—who was not Japanese, not an eyewitness, not a scientist—come to be the first person to communicate
the experience to a global audience? In Mr. Straight Arrow, Jeremy Treglown answers that question and shows that Hiroshima was not an
aberration but was emblematic of the author’s lifework. By the time of Hiroshima’s publication, Hersey was already a famed war writer and
had won a Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. He continued to publish journalism of immediate and pressing moral concern; his reporting from the
Freedom Summer and his exposés of the Detroit riots resonate all too loudly today. But his obsessive doubts over the value of his work never
ceased. Mr. Straight Arrow is an intimate, exacting study of the achievements and contradictions of Hersey’s career, which reveals the
powers of a writer tirelessly committed to truth and social change.
This Handbook charts the growing area of journalism studies, exploring the current state of theory and setting an agenda for future research
in an international context. The volume is structured around theoretical and empirical approaches, and covers scholarship on news
production and organizations; news content; journalism and society; and journalism in a global context. Emphasizing comparative and global
perspectives, each chapter explores: Key elements, thinkers, and texts Historical context Current state of the art Methodological issues Merits
and advantages of the approach/area of studies Limitations and critical issues of the approach/area of studies Directions for future research
Offering broad international coverage from top-tier contributors, this volume ranks among the first publications to serve as a comprehensive
resource addressing theory and scholarship in journalism studies. As such, the Handbook of Journalism Studies is a must-have resource for
scholars and graduate students working in journalism, media studies, and communication around the globe.
Journalism as a discipline is becoming increasingly important today. It has to contend with new challenges such as the explosion of social
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media, heightened commercial competition in the mainstream media and the emergence of the media as a powerful actor in public policy and
governance. The confluence of these factors calls for fresh thinking about the teaching and practice of journalism. A Handbook of Journalism:
Media in the Information Age not only helps readers to understand today’s media environment but also prepares them to face the existing
challenges. Distinguished editors, experts, academics and journalists join to examine these challenges from various angles, including some
of the major contemporary trends, issues and processes in governance, institutions, administration and development, among others. The
book fairly and objectively discusses a critical discipline that is at the crossroads.

In Indian context.
Citizen Journalism explores citizen participation in the news as an evolving disruptive practice in digital journalism. This
volume moves beyond the debates over the mainstream news media attempts to control and contain citizen journalism to
focus attention in a different direction: the peripheries of traditional journalism. Here, more independent forms of citizen
journalism, enabled by social media, are creating their own forms of news. Among the actors at the boundaries of the
professional journalism field the book identifies are the engaged citizen journalist and the enraged citizen journalist. The
former consists of under-represented voices leading social justice movements, while the latter reflects the views of
conservatives and the alt-right, who often view citizen journalism as a performance. Citizen Journalism further explores
how non-journalism arenas, such as citizen science, enable ordinary citizens to collect data and become protectors of the
environment. Citizen Journalism serves as an important reminder of the professional field’s failure to effectively respond
to the changing nature of public communication. These changes have helped to create new spaces for new actors; in
such places, traditional as well as upstart forms of journalism negotiate and compete, ultimately aiding the journalism
field in creating its future.
"Have you ever found yourself stretched too thin? Do you simultaneously feel overworked and underutilized? Are you
often busy but not productive? Do you feel your time is constantly being hijacked by other people's agendas? If you
answered yes to any of these questions, the way out is the way of the Essentialist. Essentialism isn't about getting more
done in less time. It's about getting only the right things done. Only once we discern what is absolutely essential and
eliminate everything else can we make our highest possible contribution toward things that truly matter. By forcing us to
apply more selective criteria for where to spend our precious time and energy, the disciplined pursuit of less empowers
us to reclaim control of our own choices, instead of giving others the implicit permission to choose for us. Essentialism is
not one more thing to do. It's a whole new way of doing less, but better, in every area of our lives"--Back cover.
This book investigates the role of media and communication in processes of democratization in different political and
cultural contexts. Struggles for democratic change are periods of intense contest over the transformation of citizenship
and the reconfiguration of political power. These democratization conflicts are played out within an increasingly complex
media ecology where traditional modes of communication merge with new digital networks, thus bringing about multiple
platforms for journalists and political actors to promote and contest competing definitions of reality. The volume draws on
extensive case study research in South Africa, Kenya, Egypt and Serbia to highlight the ambivalent role of the media as
force for democratic change, citizen empowerment, and accountability, as well as driver of polarization, radicalization and
manipulation.
This genre-breaking inside account of the Tampa, the Children Overboard affair and the Pacific Solution. Updated with
startling new information.
Comprehensive yet accessible, this key Handbook provides an up-to-date overview of the fast growing and increasingly
important area of ‘public communication of science and technology’, from both research and practical perspectives. As
well as introducing the main issues, arenas and professional perspectives involved, it presents the findings of earlier
research and the conclusions previously drawn. Unlike most existing books on this topic, this unique volume couples an
overview of the practical problems faced by practitioners with a thorough review of relevant literature and research. The
practical Handbook format ensures it is a student-friendly resource, but its breadth of scope and impressive contributors
means that it is also ideal for practitioners and professionals working in the field. Combining the contributions of different
disciplines (media and journalism studies, sociology and history of science), the perspectives of different geographical
and cultural contexts, and by selecting key contributions from appropriate and well-respected authors, this original text
provides an interdisciplinary as well as a global approach to public communication of science and technology.
On Narendra Modi, born 1950, chief minister of Gujarat, India.
Social norms are rules that prescribe what people should and should not do given their social surroundings and circumstances.
Norms instruct people to keep their promises, to drive on the right, or to abide by the golden rule. They are useful explanatory
tools, employed to analyze phenomena as grand as international diplomacy and as mundane as the rules of the road. But our
knowledge of norms is scattered across disciplines and research traditions, with no clear consensus on how the term should be
used. Research on norms has focused on the content and the consequences of norms, without paying enough attention to their
causes. Social Norms reaches across the disciplines of sociology, economics, game theory, and legal studies to provide a wellintegrated theoretical and empirical account of how norms emerge, change, persist, or die out. Social Norms opens with a critical
review of the many outstanding issues in the research on norms: When are norms simply devices to ease cooperation, and when
do they carry intrinsic moral weight? Do norms evolve gradually over time or spring up spontaneously as circumstances change?
The volume then turns to case studies on the birth and death of norms in a variety of contexts, from protest movements, to
marriage, to mushroom collecting. The authors detail the concrete social processes, such as repeated interactions, social learning,
threats and sanctions, that produce, sustain, and enforce norms. One case study explains how it can become normative for
citizens to participate in political protests in times of social upheaval. Another case study examines how the norm of objectivity in
American journalism emerged: Did it arise by consensus as the professional creed of the press corps, or was it imposed upon
journalists by their employers? A third case study examines the emergence of the norm of national self-determination: has it
diffused as an element of global culture, or was it imposed by the actions of powerful states? The book concludes with an
examination of what we know of norm emergence, highlighting areas of agreement and points of contradiction between the
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disciplines. Norms may be useful in explaining other phenomena in society, but until we have a coherent theory of their origins we
have not truly explained norms themselves. Social Norms moves us closer to a true understanding of this ubiquitous feature of
social life.
The first in a thrilling new series from Emmy Award-winning journalist Tamron Hall, in which a reporter unravels the disturbing
mystery around the deaths of two black girls, the work of a serial killer terrorizing Chicago. When crime reporter Jordan Manning
leaves her hometown in Texas to take a job at a television station in Chicago, she's one step closer to her a dream: a coveted
anchor chair on a national network. Jordan is smart and aggressive, with unabashed star-power, and often the only woman of
color in the newsroom. Her signature? Arriving first on the scene--in impractical designer stilettos. Armed with a master's degree in
forensic science and impeccable instincts, Jordan has thus far been able to balance her dueling motivations: breaking every big
story--and giving voice to the voiceless. From her time reporting in Texas, she's sure she has covered the vilest of human
behaviors, but nothing has prepared her for Chicago. You see, Jordan is that rare breed of journalist who can navigate a crime
scene as well as she can a newsroom--often noticing what others tend to miss. Again and again, she is called to cover the
murders of black females, many of them sexually assaulted, most brutalized, and all of them quickly forgotten. All until Masey
James--the story that Jordan just can't shake, try as she might. A 15-year-old girl whose body was found in an abandoned lot,
Masey has come to represent for Jordan all of the frustration that her job--with its required distance--often forces her to repress.
Putting the rest of her workload and her (fraying) personal life aside, Jordan does everything she can to give the story the
coverage it desperately requires, and that a missing black child would so rarely get. There's a serial killer on the loose, Jordan
believes, and he's hiding in plain sight.
Bringing together both leading international scholars and emerging academic talent, Media Accountability in the Era of Post-Truth
Politics maps the current state of media accountability in Europe and provides fresh perspectives for future developments in media
and communication fields. As the integrity of the international media landscape is challenged by far-reaching transformations and
the rise of “fake news,” the need for a functional system of media regulation is greater than ever. This book addresses the
pressing need to re-evaluate and redefine the notion of accountability in the fast-changing field of journalism and “information
provision.” Using comparative research and empirical data, the book’s case studies address the notion of media accountability
from various perspectives, considering political and societal change, economic, organisational and technological factors, and the
changing role of media audiences. By collecting and juxtaposing these studies, the book provides a new discussion for the old
question of how we can safeguard free and responsible media in Europe – a question that seems more urgent than ever. Media
Accountability in the Era of Post-Truth Politics is an essential read for students and researchers in journalism, media and
communication studies.
Fundamentals Of Reporting And Editing' Covers All Professional Aspects Of Journalism. For The Students Of Journalism It'S
Textbook And For Practicing Journalists It'S Handbook. Though It Deals With Conceptual Part Of Journalism, More Emphasis Is
Laid On The Purpose Of A Work Book. The Relevant Aspects Of Reporting And Editing Have Been Covered In A Manner That
You Will Always Find Journalism In Action In This Book. For Developing An Understanding Of News It Has Been Defined In The
Words Of Scholars, The Qualities Of News And Its Elements Have Been Discussed And The New Value Or The Determinants Of
News Have Been Underlined.
This Handbook Is Designed To Meet Every Need Of The Students Of Journalism And Other Disciplines Who Wish To Acquire
Communication, Reporting And Editing Skills.
The elite have everything: money, cars, private jets and beautiful families. David Whitehead and Ben Kipling are the top of the elite, both
influential men with jobs in the media and finance, both travelling back to New York on a private jet after a vacation with their families, and
both with secrets that could ruin their lives. Invited on a whim by David's wife, Scott Burroughs, a middle-aged painter, finds himself on their
plane - he needs to visit New York for a meeting that could spark a revival in his failed career. But sixteen minutes into its journey the plane
crashes into the sea, Scott and the Whiteheads' four-year-old son are the only survivors. With a little boy's life in his hands Scott begins to
swim - an epic journey to the coast. In the rectifying hours, he cannot imagine how his life will be changed forever. With the SEC, FBI and
National Transportation Safety Board investigating what happened to the plane, and the lives of everyone on board - the Whiteheads, the
Kiplings and the crew - it is not long before their secrets start to come into the light. It seems as though the crash might be more than a tragic
accident...
'Journalism' offers a wide-ranging introduction to journalism, which combines the experience and advice of practising journalists with insights
gained by the academic study of journalism.
Most books on journalism today are either too complex to comprehend or too superficial. Barun Roy has really done a remarkably good job to
fill a long-felt vacuum. This guide introduces basic tools of the applied journalism in simple language. It provides step-by-step instructions to
develop skills in the field. Any person interested in journalism, mass communication and in public relations will find this book very interesting,
informative and useful. It could even motivate you to contribute articles and features to newspapers and magazines as a freelance writer.
Some salient features of the book: *What is journalism? *News Gathering. *News Lead. *Putting the Story together. *Writing in Newspaper
Style. *Colourful News Feature. *Headline Story. *Journalism as a Career.
Over the last five years, widespread concern about the effects of social media on democracy has led to an explosion in research from
different disciplines and corners of academia. This book is the first of its kind to take stock of this emerging multi-disciplinary field by
synthesizing what we know, identifying what we do not know and obstacles to future research, and charting a course for the future inquiry.
Chapters by leading scholars cover major topics – from disinformation to hate speech to political advertising – and situate recent
developments in the context of key policy questions. In addition, the book canvasses existing reform proposals in order to address widely
perceived threats that social media poses to democracy. This title is also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.
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